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Founder improves model helicopter with
user-friendly 3D modeling system

The chassis of a helicopter
model consists of two
carbon sheets

The rotor head has to work
accurate and has to look
esthetic

After he had studied mechanical engineering for
two years, Ulrich Duttenhofer completed an art degree with honours in Kassel. After that, he worked
successfully as a freelance artist and sculptor for
more than 15 years. He turned his hobby into a
career. The Ludwigsburger by birth founded a helicopter shop and since he has been selling model
helicopters. “I had so many ideas during the
compilation of the precast kits. I thought about
how to improve the design, the mechanical manufacturing, as well as the ﬂight characteristics.”
Thereupon he forwarded hand-drawn sketches to
friends who worked in construction and who then
transformed his ideas into CAD-systems. The ﬁrst
optimization kits emerged for sensitive parts of
the helicopter models.
Wanted: Professional 3D Modeling System
Ulrich Duttenhofer learned more and more about
engineering and began to work on the mechanical
construction himself with the help of his Apple™
mac. Duttenhofer says: “I reached the limits of
the novice software very fast. So I had to look for
professional CAD software.” When he found it, the
CAD newcomer was overwhelmed and confused
by the oversupply of functions and confusing user
interfaces. Also the prices of the “top dogs” were
a bit over the top. An American aﬃliate suggested
the 3D modeling software SpaceClaim and Duttenhofer’s search was over: “My ﬁrst impression
of the trial version was that I can manage the comprehensive functions, because of the task-oriented
structure.”
Direct modelling with SpaceClaim
Duttenhofer purchased the full version in summer
2014. He had learned a lot about construction
while working with SpaceClaim. The support of the
distributor Lino GmbH from Mainz helped him with
tricky cases: “I progressed very quickly with the
help of qualiﬁed support. Sometimes an employee

of Lino showed me a solution for a problem with
teamviewer on my screen.” Ulrich Duttenhofer
was able to adopt all his existing 3D-models from
other CAD-systems without any losses.
SpaceClaim can easily run ﬁle formats such as stp,
stl, sat, igs, prt and others, as well as import 3Dmodels and sketches in dwg/dxf format.
The software allows to directly manipulate the geometry without consideration of the existing history, which is another simple and straightforward
process. In most cases it is enough to mark and
drag with the mouse. A model helicopter consists
of 90 percent aluminum mill parts. 60 percent are
standard geometry and 30 percent are real 3D-mill
parts. The artist Ulrich Duttenhofer has high expectations regarding the aesthetics and functionality of the design of a rotor head. Servo motors
adjust the angle of stall with a leverage and a
swashplate in the same way as the complex tail
mechanics. Duttenhofer said: “SpaceClaim simulates kinematics with easy operations. As a result
we achieve manufacturing suitable components,
which contribute to better ﬂight characteristics.”
FEM computations for weight optimizations
Most producers react to higher performances
with up to 6 kW with stronger material thickness.
Unlike other producers Ulrich Duttenhofer levels
every single component with FEM computations
towards the expectable force eﬀect. As a result it
is possible to save weight. That is a crucial factor
for ﬂight characteristics and admission requirement. There is a restriction to ﬁve kilograms for
free ﬂights in Germany. The models can reach
up to 250 kilometer per hour and are extremely
maneuverable. If the weight is too low, then the
helicopter models ﬂutter. SpaceClaim introduced
many options in construction to compensate small
weight and high solidity.
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The Keyshot rendering
shows tail mechanics
that satisﬁes all claims pf
precision and stability

Documentation and
rendering
Drawings are a typical
output and are easy to
derive and to adapt.
3D-Models have to be
prepared and exported
for production. Some
of the components
have to be copied
and shifted to middle
tolerances. Expensive
systems can do that with one touch of a button,
but SpaceClaim compensates this with the possibilities of direct geometry manipulation. An
integrated tool named Keyshot allows valuable
renderings in a fast and easy way. User manuals, as well as marketing, beneﬁt from this. With
Acrobat Reader it is possible to view the helicopter models from all sides in 3D-PDF and turn them
around without any CAD software. This means
that even users without CAD-tools can view the 3D
models on their screens.
Design and high manufacturing quality
Concept helicopter sold over 1.000 helicopter
models from the ﬁrst production series via an
online shop in Germany and a distribution partner
in the USA. There will be an update by the end of
2015. The company is going to build up its own
mechanical manufactury. “As a result we can warrant high manufacturing quality of the important
components.” said Ulrich Duttenhofer. The next
product generation is currently being developed
at his SpaceClaim workplace. An exclusive model
shall emerge with high aspirations regarding
the design, and which is going to obtain more
sales revenue with lower quantities. Duttenhofer
said: “We rely on the stable and intuitive 3D CAD
system SpaceClaim and the fast and competent
support of Lino GmbH to achieve this goal.”
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SpaceClaim
SpaceClaim is the leading provider of 3D direct
modeling software. SpaceClaim develops the efﬁcient construction solution SpaceClaim Engineer
for mechanical engineering and manufacturing.
The software is easy to learn and to handle, it has
won many awards and is completely CAD-neutral.
It is possible for engineers to create new 2D and
3D geometries or to edit them fast. This works
without the complexity conventional CAD systems. Customers of SpaceClaim are Toyota Motor
Corporation, Samsung Electronics, Nokia Siemens
Networks, Bosch, TE Connectivity, BorgWarner,
Medtronic, Lotus Cars, Sharp, Ford Motor Company, LG Electronics, Eaton, K2 Medical Systems,
Emhart Glass, GE Aviation, Carl Zeiss, General
Dynamics and the U.S. Navy. Please visit www.
spaceclaim.com to learn more about SpaceClaim.
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